
The Publishers of the YOU-BE note the passing of Emma L. Christensen
"Christy" 

on May 2, l9B2 at 92 years young in our Father's service. A
memorial service will be held in her honor on May 22, I9B2 in Chicago.
Christy no dbubt, will have too much to do to look on.
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A FORUM FOR ISSUES OF CONCERN TO
STUDENTS OF THE URANTIA BOOK.

Of all the results of the YOU-BE SURVEY, none were so surprising as the number of people who
claimed they would advocate a unilateral nuclear disarmament on the part of the U,S. (see
SURVEY p.2f . The YOU-BE received several letters iustifying that attitude. Two of these are
offered here for your consideration.

WHY UNILATERAT NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

Pat Gagne San Francisco, CA

When I first thought about the question "would
you advocate a unilateral nuclear disarmament on the
part of the U.S.?" my reaction was positive. I have not
read THE URANTIA BOOK in its entirety so my reac-
tion was, for the most part, straight from my heart, and
my earliest remembered lesson, the Golden Rule. At
some point in our world's evolution towards lasting
peace, it will be necessary for one world power to take
the leap of surrendering its power to make war in the
hopes that other powers will, eventually, follow suit,
leading to the formation of a true global government
representative of all mankind. This surrender of power
to make war would be the ultimate manifestation of
the Golden Rule on a national scale.

We are told that Urantia will not enjoy lasting
peace until the sovereign nations intelligently and ful-
ly surrender their supposed sovereignty into the hands
of a global government. It is true that whichever power
is first to find the faith to disarm, and those that might
follow, may suffer great persecution at the hands of
others. I wonder if it isn't better to be persecuted for
righteousness' sake, for a period of time, than to be
dead, or worse yet, a survivor of a hideous nuclear war,
a possibility which seems to become more probable
with each passing day.

Our present government is not pro-life. As a
nation we have hardly acted like the "golden rulers"
that the Book says ought to defend themselves (p.80a).

In the recent past we have been all too willing to
become the aggressor when tempted by the resources
and/or markets of other nations. History repeats itself .
No "armaments treaties" have ever prevented wars.
The escalation of hideous weapons has gotten out of
control. Our choice is more war of the worst sort, or
disarmament. There is little reason to believe there is a
third alternative.

Whatever the final outcome, I believe that any
losses or suffering on our part, no matter how great,
could not shut down the life force that impels men and
women who are truly dedicated to the doing of God's
will. Nuclear disarmament is a dare, a challenge of
courage and faith, a decision we should not shun.

Elizabeth Meyer Boulder, CO

Is there a choice? I believe that we must be firstto
advocate and practice disarmament. Rather than look-
ing at this as surrendering our strengths, we should be
alert to the love-call of Christ and dare to be the first to
announce our faith in the world, and in our commit-
ment to God as caretakers of his beloved planet.

What a beautiful witness we are able to give! What
an opportunity to accent the divine milieu before
everything else; to be the pioneers in really risking
nothing as we sing: 'Our hearts and flesh rejoice in the
living God, the sparrow has found herself a house, and
the dove a nest where she may raise her young.'
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Elizabeth continued
Yes, we are responsible for the sparrows and the

doves. We are co-creators of this planet. What risk,
really, if we initiate a unilateral disarmament? If we
don't act now, the decision to survive may no longer be
ours to make.

How fortunate for us that we have a role to play
now; that our faith-testimony can be heard in the far

corners of the planet. Somewhere there is a celestial
audience urging us on and offering encouragement.
Take time to listen. Rather than continue to support
the madness of nuclear armament, let us get on *ith
our responsible caretaking; while we invite the whole
earth to join us in joyfully dancing the dance of life, re-
joicing in the living God-our living God who is life,
gives life, but does not destroy life.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE YOU-BE SURVEY
HankZucker San Franciseo, CA

The results of the first YOU-BE survey are sum-
marized in tables I and 2. About 350 surveys were
mailed, 74 returned: a 21o/o response rate. |ust under
I/3 oI the respondents were from California. There
were three international responses, with the rest from
all parts of the U.S. Of these respondents, 63 had read
the whole Book, 18 of them from California. Since
only 11 of the respondents had not read the Book at
least once through, we could not analyze their
response as a group, but for every question, the
answers of these 1l people closely parallelled the
answers of the larger group.

Tabfe 1. Overall response expressed as a o/o of 63
respondents who have read the Book at

least once through.

,YES NO
1. Would you advocate a unilateral

nuclear disarmament on the part
of the U.S.? 24Vo 760/o

2. Would you support a moratorium
on construction of MORE nuclear
weapons in the U.S.? 670/o 33o/o

3. Are you opposed to the further
development of nuclear-electric
power in the U.S. or elsewhere? 7O0/o 3Oo/o

4.lf YES to #3, are you also
opposed to continued use of
nuclear-electric stations already
operating? 56Yo 44Vo

5. Has reading THE URANTIA BOOK
influenced your opinion on any of
these questions? 49o/o 51o/o

Table 2. Breakdown of responses by response to
question 5

The purpose of the survey was to test |ay
Newbern's assumption that a broadcast proclamation
of THE URANTIA BOOK would augmeit conscious-
ness of the dangers of nuclear energy and the
foolishness of the arms race. That is, that reading the
Book would influence people in an anti-nuclear
direction.

|udging by the results in table 1, Book readers are
substantially more anti-nuclear than the American
population as a whole. With respect to question I (a
position ]ay did not advocate in his articlel an
astonishing 24oh answered in the af{irmative, while a
clear majority favored a moratorium on weapons con-
struction whether or not any other powers did
likewise. Again on the energy questions {3 & 4l we find
a far greater percentage of Book readers in the anti-
nuclear camp than would be found in the U.S. popula-
tion taken as a whole. At the height of network
coverage of Three Mile Island the percentage o{ U.S.
public opposing further nuclear power never even
reached 5070!

With respect to the last question, readers were
equally divided (table 2l'. Both groups are still more
anti-nuclear than the U.S. population. On nuclear
disarmament, they were split evenly. On the
moratorium, people tended to be mote anti-nuclear
when they claimed the Book did not influence their at-
titudes. The reverse is true of the energy questions,
even to the extent that a majority who were not
"influenced" favored continued use of nuclear power
stations already on line. Given the size of the sample,
the differences between these two groups could easily
be a chance occurrence. Clearly though, only half the
people who read the Book will even believe it does in-
fluence their opinions on these questions.

If the survey is a fair test of the sentiments of Book
readers (except for question l, where there is some
evidence that people mistook 'unilateral' for 'bi-' or
'multilateral,' there is no reason to reject this assump-
tionf , then two conclusions are likely. 1) The assump-
tion of Iay's article probably has some validity
(whether or not people "perceive" an "influence"),

and 2f The people who would be most likely to readthe
Book as a result of such a "broadcast ministry" are
probably anti-nuclear to begin with. It may well be
that things that make people anti-nuclear in their
politics also make them more likely to read the Book.
The results of table 2 support this conclusion, as does
the fact that the answers of the 11 who had not read the
whole Book parallel the answers of those who have.

If the "broadcast" and subsequent reading did
change some minds on these questions, it seems that
its overall impact on the anti-nuclear movement
would be positive. But it is not likely that this impact
would be substantial. The results of this survey strong-
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YES on 5 23% 77%158% 42%
31 responses I

No on 5 25o(o 75%1|75% 25%
32 responses I
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77% 23%'|65% 24%

I
63Vo 37%l|47% 53%



ly suggest this. The Book may do little more (for most
people) than support preconceived opinions on these
issues. The harm that might come from mixing revela-
tion with politics could well outweigh the benefits to
the anti-nukes. The issue is for others to debate.

Hank Zucker has a Ph.D. in Sociology. He has
worked as a public opinion specialist for CBS and
ABC in New York, and cunently dirccts a public
opinion research depaftment at Audience
Research and Development, a radio and television
news consulting firm in San Fruncisco.

YOU.BE READERS ON,,NUKES,'' PUBLIC MINISTRY,
ANd,,PRIOR PERMISSION''

The teachings of THE URANTIA BOOK confirm the
"OK-ness" of the universe, and that it is OK to die. The
Father is with us whether we die a natural death, or a violent
death. This is not to say that radiation and nuclear warf are are
good, desirable or even "OK." I am not inclined, however, to
spend time and energy on things which I am relatively
powerless against, like nuclear war. If the planet is devestated
by nuclear war the tragedy will be overpowered by the release
of God-seeking souls into the hands of the Father. Not one
moment of son-develoDment will be lost.

I feel that I have far more power in reaching out for fellow
seekers and spreading the love of God, along with sharing
lessons of righteous living, than I have trying to convince the
government of what it should do. The institutions are too big.
I'd rather work at the grass roots level. I'm going to live my
life according to my beliefs, regardless of what the world's
govemments do.

TenaLiddle San Carlos, CA

THE URANTIA BOOK has made me less fearful of a
nuclear holocaust. Survivors could be shipped to another
world (p.580|. I feel it's most important to be right with the
Lord, and we have little power to stop potential disasters. I
don't feel that spreading the teachings of the Book could
change things. I live in a Fundamentalist area and wouldn't
vocalize my religious beliefs or think that anyone would ac-
cept my holy Book. The Bible hasn't made the majority of its
followers peaceful, even though it teaches peace.

CLaire Yellow-Poplar Moorehead, KY

In a sense I was more pacifistic before reading THE
URANTIA BOOK. The need for defense seems more impor-
tant to me as I re-read the papers on, "Government on a
Neighbor ing Planet"  and "Evolut ion of  Human
Government"-the need for protection without aggression
on our part.

Anonymous

* * *

I am opposed to "prevent World War III" as a campaign
slogan for the "Broadcast NOW" party.

Dorothy Elder

* *

Your survey does not ask the most pertinent question
raised by fay's articles. Should the movement take a political
stance of being anti-nuclear? Even though I have, personally
and as an individual, adopted such a stance, I believe the
movement should focus on the root cause of this
unconsciousness-spiritual unconsciousness-to awaken the
love of a personal relationship with God first, and allow the
outworking of such 4n event to take its natural course, in-
evitably reflecting the will of the Father.

Anonymous

If a reader of the Book indicates that reading the Book is
an anti-nuclear influence, the answer is of little value until
one explains how-based on the text-one arrives at such an
attitude. Otherwise, you ate merely testing persons,
preconceived opinions arrived at independently of the Book.

lonathan Bach

*

Skillman, NI

After much though on the subject of publicizing THE
URANTIA BOOK to avoid nuclearwar, I offer these thoughts.
First, I think fesus would say "Ieat not." I think to make
such a maior decision based on fearful facts would be a
mistake. I also think of Eve's mistake, the error of
impatience.

My husband and I are "LJrantian" missionaries here in a
small town in southern Oregon. We would be elated to meet
three new "Bom again" readers a month. It is my experience,
however, that there are only a haodful ready to hear 'the
words.' Many require years of counseling and interacting.
Publicity will be necessary when there are so many desiring
more information about the Book that we can't handle the
numbers and deal with them all personally. But that day is
not yet. Let's not botch the Fifth Epochal Revelation. It
seerns slow at times to me too, but the slow way is the
sure way.

My ministry is not hampered by any of the Foundation's
rules. Before publicizing the Book we should and must ex-
haust all other ministerial avenues such as: take it to your
neighborhoods, local church leaders and members, friends,
business associates, relatives, hospitals, institutions, etc. To
think of a TV special on THE URANTIA BOOK makes me
cringe. Whose view or interpretation would be portrayed in
these media shows? Who would pay for them? Soon we'd be
like all the others, a costly and separating influence.

The message is that we must do it ourselves, not rely on
the impersonal media. As for the nuclear problems of this
earth, don't forget the Most High Observer has seized
planetary govemment thirty-three times by the time of the
publishing of the Book. Surely the main message of the Book
is don't worry about the fate of the world, but work at it to
make it better and more livable. We should all, as individual
religionists, work at social tasks. But beware of aligning THE
URANTIA BOOK with any one political or social view for
then you limit this beautiful revelation meant even for
Pro-nukes.

RobinWisdom Roseburg, OR

* * *

There are two separate questions raised by your issue
Yol.2, #1, as well as by your reader survey. As background let
me say that I consider myself a rabid conservationist and I am
radically opposed to the construction and,/or use of nuclear
devices of any sort. I also consider myself to be seriously
dedicated to the work of the revelation. But, I really get my
chakras frosted when I see people wanting to use the revela-
tion to achieve a political or social objective. If you don't like



nukes in your neighborhood, utilize the structure and con-
nections of an anti-nuke group to achieve your objectives. If
your concem is the spiritual enlightenment of mankind, then
perhaps wise propagation of the revelation is the way to go.

It is a question of means used to achieve objectives. To
take the power of the revelation and use it to achieve a
temporal objective, however important, is a gross misuse of
"technology," not unlike using the Space Shuttle to deliver
Radio Shack catalogs.

As critical as the nuclear issue is, the spiritual issues are
far more critical. Consider the numbers of people dedicated to
environmental issues and the number dedicated to spiritual
issues. It comes down to trust in our brothers and sisters,
who are dedicated to environmental work, to get it done. We
need as much concentrated effort on spiritud work as we can
possibly muster. Our spiritual obfectives must not be confus-
ed or subordinated to temporal objectives, no matter how
great the temptation, or the terror of the potentials. We walk
a cosmic tightrope in a darkened night stretched taut over a
vast abyss of unknown depth. Let us not lose balance to fear
and make it difficult for our fellows to discem the spiritud
light of the revelation.

The issue of more open proclamation of the teachings is
an entirely different matter. How did we get to the point of
assuming that this is some kind of official policy? The issue is
discussed and written about as iI it were in the constitution of
the Brotherhood. By all means let us proclaim the Gospel as
widely, effectively, and powerfully as possible. But let us
bear in mind that it is the truth and reality of the Gospel
which will save souls and salvage the planet, not the pro-
clamation of the existence of a book. Again, let us keep
priorities and objectives clearly in mind that our short so-
joum on this planet will yield a lasting contribution to the
spiritual welfare of our planet.

Dauid Kantor Castto Valley, CA

I know of no editortai pubkshed in the YOU-BE that
took "pubfic miaistry of the Book" to be an official
pokcy of the Brotherhood. Editor.

It is with concern that I read of an impetus in the U.S. to
herald the existence of THE URANTIA BOOK with much
publicity. I am opposed to any such activity, and believe that
better results will come from improved distribution, transla-
tions, and the fostering of study goups.

From those advocating a mass promotion I would request
a detailed plan relating to method and financing. In addition I
would be interested to know why the results should be
favorable. My experience in media suggests that their cause
would be misrepresented and my experience in personal
ministry clearly indicates that the public generally is not the
slightest bit interested. The only reactions forthcoming will
be those from factions opposed to the Book by virtue of
vested interests. The cost of making the teachings known by
such a method could be a long term condemnation of the
Book and the Foundation.

The most disconcerting assumption of all is that public
knowledge of the Book is a cure-all for world dissension,
political comrption, and nuclear mishap. If only this were
true, we'd all be out there flagwaving, I'm sure.

Apart from these personal observations, the history of
the Book to date tells the real story. The present methods
have been put to the test and proven. Look at what has been
achieved. The integral text remains, and readership is grow-
ing. The longer we can expand without interference, the
longer has science, social reform, and religion to prepare the
way. Society's thinking over the past 27 years has altered
dramatically. So much so that the question of publicity for
the Book is now an issue. How much more will society be
prepared at some future year?

I commend you for providing a forum on this subject for
present-day readers of THE URANTIA BOOK. It should be
used for careful consideration by all concerned before any ir-
revocable action takes place.

Neil Francey Melboume, Australia

* * *

I am not in agleement with the idea of publicly announc-
ing THE URANTIA BOOK. I don't think that publicity would
achieve the effect fay is hoping for. Contrarily, it would meet
resistance and criticism that could scar the movement, and
not begin to achieve, of all things, nuclear disarmament. But
you are also right about the harm of remaining silent. This is
why I appreciate enthusiastic word-of-mouth spreading of the
Revelation.

DonnaKneass RedwoodCity, CA

* * *

Concerning the proclamation of the teachings of THE
URANTIA BOOK, it should be done in a personal manner.
Those who take it upon themselves to publicly proclaim the
teachings should, at least begin with and concentrate on the
teachings of |esus. It is not wise to overteach and I believe
there is a certain degree of wisdom in abiding by the man-
dates given by those whose function is to protect and
safeguard THE URANTIA BOOK.

RonCruig Sterkng, Naska

t

I feel I should not participate in your reader survey on the
nuclear problems. On page 1087, 6th par., you may read the
advice of the universe. The result of your survey might be an
announcement that a oajority of Book readers are for, or
against, nuclear power and/or weapons. This, however, is a
political issue, though not without its ethicd aspects. It is
not a religious issue, and our movement would immediatqly
become a political party. I think deepening spiritual insight,
spiritual transformation, and the consequent spreading of the
teachings of our Book should be the domain to which we, as a
gtoup, are wholly and exclusively dedicated.

There is one aspect to the problem of asking permission
for quoting THE URANTIA BOOK that has gotten little at-
tention, though it is not without its importance. This is the
possibility that the Foundation's standpoint may evolve into
censorship.

I would have no objection to asking for permission to
quote assuming this to be strengthening the Foundation's
position against the enemies of our Book, provided the con-
trol of the Foundation consists only of checking the correct-
ness or length of the quote[sf . When control extends over the
whole text of an article (which is the responsibility of its
editors and publishersf or speech, the issue becomes
dangerous. We could get into a situation where a central body
assumes authority to decide what is right or wrong in the
matter of interpreting THE LIRANTIA BOOK. This woul&be
wholly confiary to fesus' teachings and the spirit and text of
the Book.

I know of a case (not concerning myselff in which the
Foundation refused permission to quote, because they did not
agree with the text of the article, written for a periodical in
olu movement. The editors of this periodical felt constrained
not to publish the article. True, the author could have
omitted the quotations, which he refused to do, but even so
we create a difference between articles with quotations, or-
thodox articles, and those without quotations, presumably,
unorthodox articles.

HenryBegemann W as s enaar - N eth erland s



Even if one can't agree with all of Bedell's eloquent
arguments for reform of the Movement, his is a highly ex-
perienced voice which must be heard, and should not be
misrepresented and fragmented. In a movement dominated
by legalism and petty intellectualism, a prophetic voice like
Clyde Bedell's is needed to provoke critical awareness. The
YOU-BE is the perfect medium for us to explore these impor-
tant issues; still I heartily recommend that YOU-BE readers
order the Monograph directly from its author.

Byron Bektsos Berkeley, CA

See Clyde's article for his aildtess. Editor.

* * *

To have to ask permission to quote from THE URANTIA
BOOK is ridiculous. If this is, indeed, an epochal revelation,
then why is permission needed? Do we have to get permission
to quote the Bible? The Book should be given freely to anyone
who wants to quote from it. I can understand the necessity
for protecting the name URANTIA, but to presume to
"control" or own the Book is very presumptuous on the part
of the Foundation. It seems to me that this is the typical case
(as is so prevalent with Christians| of not putting into prac-
tice the essence of belief.

I'm not suggesting that anyone needs or wants to pro-
mote the Book; THE URANTIA BOOK doesn't need pro-
selytizing, but it does need exposrue and it does need
evangelizing. It needs for us, as believers and adherents of the
Book, to live what we profess to believe. To presume that the
Foundation has exclusive right to this wonderful book is
reprehensible. This will do far more harm than good. I am a
writer. If I incorporate a quote from the Book in showing my
love and admiration for it, why on earth should I have to get
permission to do this? The Foundation's exclusive entitle-
ment to the Book is presumptuous, ridiculous, and complete-
ly unwarranted. They do not, indeed, "own" the Book.

Virginia Lee Salem, OR

MY RESPONSE TO MATTHEW RAPAPORT

Ctyde Bedell Laguna Hills, CA

The influence, good or bad, of even a small press
may be substantial. It can appeal for contributions and
then print whatever it wishes, be it sound or unsound.
A Foundation too, can use gift money and an extensive
mailing list to assert not only truth, but also sup-
pressive and misleading views.

Once a "missile launching base" (a publication) is
established, releasing a missile is inexpensive com-
pared with the cost and complexities of rendering it
harmless. Matthew wrote "Clyde's article does not ap-
pear on firm legal ground." That pronouncement is
nine words long. To show its unreliability rlaay require
900 words. Yet I am allowed only 1000 words to
respond to over 1500 words including a number of
erroneous pronouncements.

Before citing specific errors in Matthew's
"research" on my Monograph, I make four points. lI A.
publication (YOU-BE) calling itself a "Forum For
Issues of Concern..." should avoid editorial expression
which, if one-sided, cannot be fully answered. Other-
wise it is not a forum but a privileged editorial
mouthpiece. Remember that half of even inlormed
lawyers, in any legal dispute, are wrong. 2f "Policies"
yes, "politics" no. When.the apostles discussed and
debated the presenting of |esus' Gospel they were not
"politicking": They were dealing with vital policy
matters. 3l Matthew titles his attack on the
Monograph "A Review... of Legal Reseatch."
'Reseatch' means "dilligent and systematic investiga-
tion" in some field of knowledge. Reporting the
negative opinions of one lawyer who was "briefly

shown" our Great Book and some exhibits is not
research. 4) Since I cannot, in limited space, responil to
all I deem to be errors in Matthew's "research," I will
flatly state one thing to cover the entire matter, and
then procede to a few specifics.

My Monogaph was hastily but calculatedly writ-
ten, checked and re-checked. I stand behind all the
substance of my lVlonograph, and do not hedge one iota
of my advice to reader-believers on quoting.

One of several wrong impressions the Rapaport
"research" leaves with those who have not carefully
read the Monograph is that I want "high profile"
publicity. I do not. That must come later. Matthew
says he is for "one on one" evangelization which the
Monograph makes clear is what I want, and you cannot
mistake my emphasis. It is for intelligent person-to-
person evangelization. It points out that if 50 Forum
members, starting in 1955, had each made iust one
new reader per year ever since, and if each new reader
had done likewise, we would have 93 million Books
out over the world now; instead of around 130,000 (in
26 yearcl .* Do the Rapaports in our Movement feel
that just one new reader pet year-gained one-on-

* Since Clyde calls for a doubling of the reader population
every yeat, the actual number of Books out in 26 years {start-
ing with 50 people) would be 3,355,443,200; dmost 3/4 ol
the world's population! That would be fast work indeed.
Editor.
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one-is too radical and foolhardy an evangelization for
a Gospel we were instructed again and again to spread
to the entire world? All of us reader-owners of the Book
have done about I/7OOth as well as that. May God
forgive and arouse us! On average, we are all burying
the talent given us by our Lord to multiply, and we
will, says our Book, be held accountable (1824C1.

Our Movement regressed last year. It is regress_ing
this year-now-today, except for a handful of in-
dividuai activists. Our 533 leadership insists we ignore
the Book's many instr,uctions to us to spread the
Book's Gospel-fesus' Gospel, not Paul's-unless we
get the Foundation's permission to obey |esus.

There is no great spiritual potential on earth
without enemies. Policies which hinder and handicap
our Movement (no matter how they are intended)
delight the enemies of fesus. Readers who support such
policies are unwittingly aiding fesus' enemies. We all
become a paft of the evils we support or condone. Even
a well-attended conference (reader managed| must not
be permitted to anaesthetize a Movement that must
awaken. Otherwise, another Epochal Revelation will
fail on this planet.

Page 25 of the Monograph tells us how we should
all evangelize: "Eachin his or her own way, in keeping
with our Book's character and instruction " The froni
cover of the Monograph quotes an atea of the law that
Matthew's "research" and attorney astonishingly
disregard (Items I through 4), but it is vital to our

revelation and to you and me. f
The Monograph has been called a historic

milestone in our Movement. Some say it influenced,
constructively, most of the important big talks at
Snowmass. The responses in my hands have been ex-
tremely gratifying. If you want one of the limited
number remaining, mail 92.00 (much less than its
cost| to: 2390-3E Mariposa W., Laguna Hills, CA
92653.I will refund your money if you decide it's not
worth it.

The Monograph will give you some 20 references
|esus directed to you and me for now-today-to
evangelize. fesus, the Book, and the Declaration of
Trust instruct us one way, Foundation policies the op-
posite way. You cannot effectively heed both |esus' ad-
monitions and Foundation policies.

Choose whom you will follow. Read the following
vital references. Are we to ignore these and many
more? Finally, by all means, feel free to quote the
Book, within fair use, as the Monograph details.

316C, 1041C, 1051A, 1098D, 1120D; 1131A;
12848 ; t4288, 17 36C, t7 66, 17 7 OA,B ; t9I7D ; 19308;
193 lD, 2O4tD, 2O44Ci 2O82C. 2083A,C,D ; 2O84A,D ;
20908.

tOur teporters spent 2/3 of their interview talking about this
part of the copyright law (pgh. 107 on "Fair Use"f. The
substance of that discussion is sketched in pghs. 7 & 8 of my
article (Vol. 2, No. If. Editor.

FROM THE EDITOR
Matthew Rapaport SanFrcncisco, CA

I want to begin by thanking all of those people who
contributed so generously to the YOU.BE a-fter
publication of the last issue {VoI. 2, #1). The costs of
this expanded issue were 2/3 covered by reader con-
tributions! The Tortoise has provided the remaining
third, and the YOU-BE is still in business.

The purpose of the YOU-BE is to provide a regular-
ly published "space," a Forum, where readers of and
believers in THE URANTIA BOOK can express
opinions, air ideas, and voice concerns that are not
often expressed in other Movement publications.
These issues may range from concerns and opinions
respecting Foundation policy (on one matter or otherf
to ideas about the interaction of THE URANTIA
BOOK, its teachings, andlor its readers with the
secular world. The YOU-BE is intended for, and mailed
to, persons who have substantial familiarity with THE
URANTIA BOOK. It is not for the "public-at-large."

The Forum provided in the pages of the YOU-BE

is, primarily, for the readers to fill. Letters from readers
will, generally, be given priority over anything written
by myself or other members of the Tortoise. The
opinions expressed in these reader responses are those
of the authors. Their appearance in the YOLI-BE does
not mean that I or any member of the Tortoise agrqe
with the opinions expressed. It is my policy to reflect,
in print, the scope and depth of editorial opinions
received between publication of successive YOU-BE's.
The Magazine can reflect multipie sides of an issue
only if material reflecting multiple viewpoints is forth-
coming from readers. Aside from small editorial com-
ments (which I will label as such|, I will avoid publish-
ing my own views unless reader-contributed material
is insufficient to fill up this "space." The YOU-BE will
not print personal attacks on individuals; not that I've
ever received such a response.

Thank you all again for the support you have given
us. Many have told us that the Forum is a valuable
window on the diverse opinions of Book readers. Your
support has kept the window open so far. We'Il do our
best to keep the view interesting.

The YOU-BE will not quote THE URANTIA BOOK, though page references to relevant
statements will be cited if authors include them. Unless otherwise indicated, all page references
refer tO THE URANTIA BOOK 01955 THE URANTIA FOUNDATION: PUbIiShCI. 533 DiVCTSCV
Parkway, Chicago, IL 6A614.

Matthew Rapaport ,

NOTE NEW ADDRESS
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